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'Nidana Heights' completes its three 

years of astonishing Internet presence 

 

 

The world’s very first web portal for preserving and promoting Haryanvi culture, 

history, heritage, prestige and satire in own Haryanvi language along with Hindi 
and English is banging upon the completion of its three years journey today 

(started on 19th April 2012 - http://www.nidanaheights.net/nh-map.html). The 
occasion generates a mixed blending of relished realizations, achievements, and 
findings while standing enthusiastic by spreading vigilance about what a 

Haryanvi means.  

Website has remarkably been successful in notifying the generations that the 
‘Original Haryana’ (http://www.nidanaheights.net/choupal-d1.html ) basically 

stands for combined geography of current political Haryana, Delhi, Uttrakhand, 
Western U.P., Hindi Speaking belts of Punjab, Northern Rajasthan and adjoining 
M.P., giving it a sense of "Pan Haryanvi Belt". We are determinately pouring the 

sense of being same descendents, breeds, culture and values across the banks of 
Yamuna.  

With the bringing up of fact based true history of Pan Haryana, its youth and 

affiliates have started talking about Yauddheyas of Khaps, kingdoms of Haryana 
and each village/nagri of this land being an independent republic since ancient 

times. The Haryanvi youth, especially the one sitting on social media has now 
started taking cognizance of thou heroism, Yauddheyism, heritage, culture, art & 
life and the most importantly in the independent republic concept of their 

ancestors.  

Three years journey addressing can’t be wrapped up without expressing 
gratitude towards NH’s content contributors (http://www.nidanaheights.net/nh-

cc.html), who are like building blocks of the NH website; the MEDIA Friends 
(http://www.nidanaheights.net/media-press.html) who unconditionally shower 
their love in taking our mission among country side audience.  

While starting this very proclaimed and nostalgic journey we aimed on with an 
ambitious vision and mission statement as http://www.nidanaheights.net/nh-
vision.html. If to throw a glance at last three years journey, website shapes up a 

growing caricature of our dreams and accomplishments.  

But we are struggling in melding an aforesaid mope eye of people, who dither 
the native Haryanvi society by falsely prompting of Jat versus non-Jat divisions, 

which on real grounds seen nowhere. If being a Haryanvi will be imputed on Jats 
only, then how and who will stand for the ‘Haryana’, ‘Haryanvi’ and ‘Haryanat’; 
Jats alone doesn’t mean it all, though a major chunk.  

Another biggest challenge which we see as scope of work in year ahead is how to 
get the immigrants, migrants and expatriates of sister states learn to respect and 
value the local Haryanvi culture, system and her rustic satire. We being 

democratic by genes had been people of least religious, regional and linguistic 
affiliations and racism; but how to get them understand this; they are turning to 

us with sour experience of racism suffered in Maratha Mumbai and treating us 
with "a burnt child dreads the fire" approach; which is not at all required at our 
land. We are reckless people and go by very easy going attitude. 



Writing and raising up for the causes of farmers, Haryanvi youth would be 

another majors of concerns to dent on. 

At the end would like to wind-up by expressing great gratitude to viewers, 
visitors and followers of Nidana Heights with assertion of our vision statement as, 

“All around aspects of life of native Haryanvi should be digitized and made 
available in its purest form from, through and/or across Internet globally.” 

Jai Maa Haryanvi - Jai Dadi Bharti! 

Haryana Yauddheya Udghoshm, Mor Pataka Sushobhm! 

Jai Dada Nagar Kheda! 

 

Jai Yauddheya, 

NH Advisory Board (http://www.nidanaheights.net/nh-ab.html) 

Nidana Heights (www.nidanaheights.net) 
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